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Motivation

Human learning benefits from aggregating lessons 
across a multitude of domains, scales, tasks. How 
might an artificial brain also develop?



“Diversity”

• Variation of training and testing data 

• Multiple tasks 

• Variance in internal state



Neuroscience foundations 

• Critical periods of neurodevelopment are marked 
by mass-pruning in neuronal networks



Neuroscience foundations 

• Tasks and languages learned at younger ages 
recruit larger cortical areas.



Neuroscience foundations 

• Noise is ubiquitous in biological systems. In the 
brain, it can be a mechanism for additional 
represetnation



Neuroscience foundations 

• Shared architecture: many elements in a 
processing pipeline (ie, the ventral stream) are 
shared across cognitive tasks

Yamins and DiCarlo, Science 2016



Neuroscience foundations 

• Open question: A mature representation is a sparse 
representation.



Testing Diversity

• Variation of training and testing data 

• Multiple tasks 

• Variance in internal state



Experimental Design

Adience Benchmark
7703 male faces 
8648 female faces 
Annotated by age, gender, head tilt, etc.

database link: http://www.openu.ac.il/home/hassner/Adience/data.html#agegender

http://www.openu.ac.il/home/hassner/Adience/data.html#agegender


Experimental Design
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Question 1: Diversity of Data

Using 6000 training images to classify age of 1000 male faces, how does 
the male/female split of the training data impact performance?



Question 2: Can learning two tasks 
improve each other?
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Question 2: Can learning two tasks 
improve each other?

• Multitask Learning (Seltzer 2013, Collobert 2008) 

• LEABRA



6000 females train 
1000 males test

3000/3000 train 
750/750 test

Question 2: Can learning two tasks 
improve each other?

(benchmark: training the two independently)



Question 2: Can learning two tasks 
improve each other?

(Sharing two layers)



Question 2: Can learning two tasks 
improve each other?

(Sharing three layers)



Question 3: Can progressive 
sparsification improve performance?
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Question 3: Can progressive 
sparsification improve performance?

• Dropout (Srivastava 2014) 

• Maxout (Goodfellow 2013) 

• Low-rank expansions of filters (Jaderberg et al 
2014) 

• Optimal Brain Damage (Lecun et al, 1990)



Question 3: Can progressive 
sparsification improve performance?

(Sharing first two layers)



Question 4: Does noise improve 
neural networks?
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“Proportional Noise” parameter: 

percentage of average, non-zero weight per filter 



Question 4: Does noise improve 
shared networks?

(Sharing first two layers, noise in first three)



Question 5: What happens when we 
put it all together?

[0,.05,.1,.15 sparsity] to conv1 conv2.  
Adding noise (.2) to conv1, conv2, conv3. 



Summary
• Sparsity plus a small amount of noise is better than just sparsity 

• The speed of the network performance recovery after 
sparsification events is notable.  

• Sharing content between layers in a convNet feels exciting but 
requires deeper (…) thinking. Designing a dynamic architecture to 
do this more elegantly would be interesting.  

• Sparsity might have made more sense in the fully connected 
layers, or by removing the filters which added least unique 
information 

• Future idea: Learning Using Privelidged Information + Neural Nets



Raw Data



GLOG_logtostderr=1 ../caffe/build/tools/convert_imageset --
resize_height=256 --resize_width=256 --shuffle ./ models_gender/trained/
gender_3000-3000-750-750_train_meta.txt gender_train_lmdb 
Making the training db with 6000 examples via the convert_imageset caffe 
tool 
Done! 
GLOG_logtostderr=1 ../caffe/build/tools/convert_imageset --
resize_height=256 --resize_width=256 --shuffle ./ models_gender/trained/
gender_3000-3000-750-750_test_meta.txt gender_test_lmdb 
Making the testing db with 1500 examples 
Done!

GLOG_logtostderr=1 ../caffe/build/tools/convert_imageset --resize_height=256 --
resize_width=256 --shuffle ./ models/trained/age_0-6000-1000-0_train_meta.txt 
age_train_lmdb
Making the training db with 6000 examples via the convert_imageset caffe tool
Done!
GLOG_logtostderr=1 ../caffe/build/tools/convert_imageset --resize_height=256 --
resize_width=256 --shuffle ./ models/trained/age_0-6000-1000-0_test_meta.txt 
age_test_lmdb
Making the testing db with 1000 examples
Done!



Not entirely relevant because this was tested on men only



Experiment 1: cores independent (sanity check) 
Note that the age vector seems to plateau fairly quickly 

6000 females train 
1000 males test

3000/3000 train 
750/750 test



Experiment 0: passing the core two layers 
back and forth.  



Experiment 2: Acciedntally running the same code twice 



Experiment 3: Proof that 100% sparsification ruins everything 



Experiment 4: [0,.1,.2,.3 sparsity]. step LR (might have had a 
bug in the gender sparsification) 



Experiment 5: [0,.1,.2,.3 sparsity]. fixed LR  



Experiment 6: [0,.05,.1,.15 sparsity]. step LR  



Experiment7: [0,.05,.1,.15 sparsity].  
Adding noise (.2) to just conv1 
and conv2. 



Experiment8:  
[0,.05,.1,.15 sparsity] to conv1 conv2.  
Adding noise (.2) to conv1, conv2, conv3. 



Experiment 9:  
no sparsity 
Adding noise (.2) to conv1, conv2, conv3.  
Sharing conv1, conv2


